The graphs show the probability of being free from functional disability across different age groups and genders, measured in weeks before death. The x-axis represents the number of weeks before death, ranging from 52 to 0. The y-axis represents the probability to be free from functional disability, ranging from 100 to 0.

For men:
- The group '18-64' maintains a high probability throughout, with slight fluctuations.
- The group '65-84' shows a gradual decline, stabilizing around the 80% mark.
- The group '85+' exhibits a sharp decline, starting from the 60% range and dropping rapidly.

For women:
- The group '18-64' maintains a high probability, with minimal fluctuations.
- The group '65-84' shows a gradual decline, stabilizing around the 90% mark.
- The group '85+' exhibits a sharp decline, starting from the 70% range and dropping rapidly.

The graphs illustrate the increasing risk of functional disability as age progresses, particularly for the elderly groups.